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ABSTRACT

Moose populations have fluctuated considerably in the Superior National

Forest (SNF) since 1915 and are currently at an all-time high. The moose

herd in northeastern Minnesota has remained relatively stable since the

early 1970's at about 2500 animals (uncorrected aerial estimate), and actual

numbers may be twice this figure.

The density of moose in the eastern two-thirds of the Study Area (Minnesota

Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) aerial census) gradually increases

from north to south and from west to east. The highest density is in

the tier of townships along the southern and eastern boarder of the area.

A winter census conducted by the Copper-Nickel Study located only one

small "high density" wintering area in the southern portion of the Zone

of Mineralization (1400km2). The largest area of use was adjacent to

H,ighway 1 and 2 in the northern portion of the area and east of Bi rch

Lake and the Kawishwi River. Overall moose numbers within the l400km2

~zone were estimated at 434.4 animals, or 0.28 moose/km2 (estimated correcteJ

for bias of aerial census)

High density moose populations can only be maintained if large cutover areas

containing large quantities of favorite shrub and tree browse are available.
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Forty to fifty percent of township - sized blocks should contain cutovers

less then 20 years old, with five to fifteen percent spruce-fir, and thirty

five to fifty-five percent aspen-birch over 20 years old, and water.

~ogging within aspen-birch stands is considered the most beneficial to moose.

An estimated 90 percent of the moose diet on an annual bases in north

eastern Minnesota is provided by browse species. The leading food is

willow, with aspen, paper birch, beaked hazel, fire cherry, and balsam

fir also ranking high. The principle non-browse foods in this-region are

aquatic plants, including yellow pond lilJy, ~ild rice and bur reed.

Sources of mortality for moose include wolves, man and IImoose sickness",

a nematode disease carried by, but not affecting white-tailed deer. This

disease may be the single most important form of mortality on the Study

Area.

Future moose numbers depend largely on the forest harvest practices in

the region. If aspen-birch types are utilized more extensively then they

are presently, large quantities of high quality browse will result. This

could more than offset expected land withdrawls due to mining. If aspen

birch remain economically low or unavailable to the wood fiber industry,

the regional moose population will decline from the current levels as the

forest matures.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE REGIONAL COPPER-NICKEL STUDY

The Regional Copper-Nickel Environmental Impact Study is a comprehensive
examination of the potential cumulative environmental, social, and economic
impacts of copper-nickel mineral development in northeastern Minnesota.
This study is being conducted for the Hinnesota Legislature and state
Executive Branch agencies, under the direction of the Minnesota Environ
mental Quality Board (MEQB) and with the funding, review, and concurrence
of the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources.

A region along the surface contact of th~ Duluth Complex in St. Louis and
Lake counties in northeastern Hinnesota contains a major domestic resource
of copper-nickel sulfide mineralization. This region has been explored by
several mineral resource development companies for more than twenty years,
and recently two firms, AMAX and International Nickel Company, have
considered commercial operations. These exploration and mine planning
activities indicate the potential establishment of a new mining and pro
cessing industry in Minnesota. In addition, these activities indicate the
need for a comprehensive environmental, social, and economic analysis by
the state in order to consider the cumulative regional implications of this
new industry and to provide adequate information for future state policy
review and development. In January, 1976, the MEQB organized and,initiated
the Regional Copper-Nickel Study.

The major objectives of the Regional Copper-Nickel Study are: 1) to
characterize the region in its pre-copper-nickel development state; 2) to
identify and describe the probable technologies which may be used to exploit
the mineral resource and to convert it into salable commodities; 3) to
identify and assess the impacts of primary copper-nickel development and
secondary regional growth; 4) to conceptualize alternative degrees of
$egional copper-nickel development; and 5) to assess the cumulative
environmental, social, and economic impacts of such hypothetical develop
ments. The Regional Study is a scientific information gathering and
analysis effort and will not present subjective social judgements on
whether, where, when, or how copper-nickel development should or should
not proceed. In addition, the Study will not make or propose state policy
pertaining to copper-nickel development.

The Minnesota Environmental Quality Board is a state agency responsible for
the implementation of the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act and promotes
cooperation between state agencies on environmental matters. The Regional
Copper-Nickel Study is an ad hoc effort of the MEQB and future regulatory
and site specific environmental impact studies will most likely be the
responsibility of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.
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INTRODUCTION

Minnesota's moose population has been steadily increasing in recent

years. from the extrE·mely lo\v number that were present around the

turn of the century. Peek (1971, p15-l6) compiled a history of moose

in northeastern Minnesota from various' sources and concluded that

this species was common in this region and in adjacent Quebec, Canada

in the 1700's and early 1800's. By the 1870's and 80's, moose were

scarce in both Cook and Lake Counties, and by 1885 only a few animals

were thought to remain in the entire northern part of the state.

Moose apparently shifted their range towards the northeast from

further south and were consi.dered common in northern Lake County again

by 1912-1915.

Moose populations have fluctuated considerably in the Superior

NationalForest (SNF) over a 55 year period from 1915 to 1970 (Fig. 1).

Peek (1971, p203) interpreted these highs and lows as being indicative

of the importance of logging to moose densities in this region:

nIt is redundant to state that increases in this moose

population appear to be correlated with logging

activities, since this has so frequently been the

case across North America and Eurasia. The increase

in 1925-34 coincided with sawtimber harvests in the

Cloquet Lake area (10 miles S, SE of Isabella, Minn.)

• • • where moose populations have persisted since.

The increase in the 1950's coincided with pulpwood

harvests, primarily within the Boundary Waters Canoe

Area (BWCA). n
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More recent aerial census figures from the Minnesota Department of

Natural Resources (MDNR) (data presented and discussed later)

indicate the mOOS2 population in northeastern Minnesota has remained

relatively stable in the 1970's at about 2500 animals. Moose are

currently distributed throughout the Study Area, but are more
Q

numerous in the eastern half of this area.

METHODS

MDNR aerial moose census data on the eastern two-thirds of the Study

Area were compiled from the winter of 1959-60 to 1976-77 to reflect

long-ter~ density and distribution trends. A more detailed aerial

census v!ithin the zone of mineralization was conducted by the

Copper-Nickel Study during the winter of 1977-78. These data,

other records from the MDNR and a literature review form the basis

for this characterization report.

Aerial census techniques used to estimate moose populations in

northeastern Minnesota by Peek eta ale (1976), the MDNR and the

Copper-Nickel Study are modifications of the technique described in

de~ail by Siniff eta ale (1964) and later modified for moose by

Evans eta ale (1966). Briefly the procedure is to divide the census

area into two or more strata based on animal density. Random plots

are then intensively searched in each strata. Specifics are

presented in Appendix A.

A correction factor is used to adjust aerial census data for animals

concealed by vegetation. For example, only 34.2 percent of the

white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) present on the Study Area

were seen, requiring the use of a 2.92 correction factor (Appendix A).
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Floyd suggests, based on work done by Le Resche, and Raushe (1974)

that a correction factor of 2 be applied to aerial moose census

data for the area. When census data are presented in the text, we

will indicate whether the density are corrected or uncorrected.

Additional information on moose was provided by observations made by

field personnel of the Copper-Nickel staff. The location and number

of animals seen are included in this report.

Forest types considered important to moose in the region, either

presently or when harvested in the future, follow recommendations of

Peek (1971) and Peek eta ale (1976). These types and assumptions

we made in the habitat preference discussions that follow are listed

below:

1. Recent cutover areas (20 years or less) in aspen,

aspen-birch, and mixed (aspen-birch-fir-pine-etc.)

are the key for producing and maintaining high

moose densities.

2. Stand'conversion in the future will be minimal. After

harvest, stands will grow back to the same or a

mixture dominated by' the same species that are

currently present.

3. Habitats dominated by brush, whether upland or

lowland in nature, are preferred moose habitat

types.

4. The long-term affect of upland conifer plantations

on moose densities is considered neutral~ neither

causing an increase or decrease in animal numbers.
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5. Lowland conifer stands are and will be more than

adequate to meet late winter habitat requirements.

Since these types do not provide the quality or

quantity of browse required by high density moose

populations on an annual basis, they are not

consiaered critical to moose in the area.

RESULTS

DISTRIBUTION AND IMPORTANCE OF SPECIES

MDNR aerial moose census data for the eastern t\vo-thirds of the

Study Area are summarized in Fig. 2 for the period from 1959-60 to

1976-77. The reader is cautioned that these density estimates are

means for an 18 year period with highly variable sampling intensities

per township. In addition, local estimates may be seriously altered

by hunting harvest and severe winters between any given year, while

maturing vegetation has affected habitat use in some portions of

the region more than others.

Considering the limitations of the data presented in Fig. 2,

the estimates do show a gradual increase in moose densities from west

to east and from north to south across the Study Area. The highest

densi ties generall~T occur in the most southern and eastern tier 0f

townships.

Floyd's (Appendix A) aerial census over the entire Study Area in

1977-78 found only one small "high density" wintering area in the

southern portion of the region in contrast to the long-term trend

represented in Fig. 2. The largest area of use was in the

northeast region adjacent to Hwy. 1 and 2, and mainly east of Birch
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Lake and the Kawishiwi River. Overall moose numbers within the

entire zone of mineralization were estimated at 434.4 animals, or

0.28 moose/km 2 . The areas of high moose density noted by the MDNR

census (Fig. 2) and this study (Appendix A) should both be considered

impor~ant to the local moose herd.

On a state basis the MDNR recognizes two distinct moose populations,
,l

one i n th e nor t hwest and the 0 the r in, the nor the ast. The nor t hwest ern

population has more than doubled since 1962-63, while that in the

northeast ( theStudy Area included) has remained relatively stable

(Table 1). Currently each broad region contains approximately one

half of the state's total population of some 5879 animals (Table 1,

uncorrected estimate). The 217.2 moose on the eastern one-third

of the Study Area (uncorrected) rep~esent 3.7 percent (217.2/5879

of the total herd (Appendix A). A population estimate for the

entire Study Area is not available, but probably does not exceed

five percent of the Minnesota herd.

Although it is difficult to estimate the exact size of the entire

moose range, there are two approaches that can be used to determine

the importance of the Copper-Nickel Study Area relative to fue

Uprinciple" range within the state. One is to compare the proportion

of Minnesota's 1976-77 aerial moose census area that is included

within the Study Area. Table 2 indicates that 32.6 percent of the

northeastern range and 17.2 percent of the entire state range is

within the boundaries of the Study Area.

Another comparison was made using the zones open to moose hunters

during the alternate-year moose season of 1977. These hunting zones

generally reflect portions of the moose range where local populations
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are productive and self-sustaining. However, boundaries are estab

lished wherever possible along road, river or lake systems to facili

tate zone identification by hunters and low-enforcement officers,

alike. .As a result, seldom do entire zones represent strictly

biological goals for moose harvest. In addition, zones in the

northwest in some farming areas may be. purposefully extended to in

clude low density moose range to cull animals causing damage in these

agricultural regions.

A total of 13.5 percent of the total area of 14 northeastern zones

in 1977 (Table 3) were v\7i thin the boundaries of the Study A.rea

(Fig. 3). In the state as a whole, 3.6 percent of the entire area

open to moose hunting occurs within the Study Area (Table 3). These

data indicate that only a relatively small proportion of the hunting

area within the statE is potentially affected. However, a large

proportion of that available in northeastern Minnesota may be

impacted.

Moose observations by Copper-Nickel personnel were restricted to the

zone of mineralization (Fig. 4). The 22 records were scattered

throughout this area, with the exception of four clumped on the St.

Louis River near Norway Point. This area had a rich growth of water

lily (Nuphar variegatum) and ,..;ras apparently a favori te summer

feeding site.

HABITAT REQUIRE~£NTS

Habitat preferred by moose varies from region to region in North

American and depends on such variables as availability of cover type,

snow depth and degree of crusting, temperature, nutritional require-
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ments, seasonal behavior (especially associated with the rut), and

others. High moose densities can deplete present and future

coverage of browse species and even reduce the tree canopy

in certain forest types (Hanson et. ale 1~73).

The habitat discussion that follows relies heavily on the extensive

findings of Peek (197l and Peek et. ale 1976). The proximity of

his research area at Isabella to ours allows us to apply his findings

directly to the Study Area.

Peeks (1976) work stresses the importance of early successional stages

to moose: "Area 1, a cutover conprised of large brush fields inter-

spersed "lith balsam fir (Abies balsarnea), black spruce (Picea mariana)

and jack pine (pinus banksiana) stands, was considered the best moose

habitat on the Study Area. Areas 2 and 3 also were in extensively

cutover areas and were considered above average moose habitats, but

the. former was more reforested to red pine (Pinus resinosa), jack

pine and black spruce, while the latter contained more balsam fir

and a taller shrub understory. The remaining areas were considered

lower-than-average moose habitats and were comprised of lovrland

balsam fir - white cedar (Tsuja occidentalis) swamps (Area 4) ,

90-100 year-white pine (Pinus strobus) - red pine stands, aspen

(Populus tremuloi~ and !:.:.. grandadentata), and white birch (Betula

papvrifera) stands (Areas 6 and 8), an extensively logged and re

planted area (Area 7), and an uncut 100-year-old jack pine ana

black spruce stand {Area 5).n

The relative importance of the large cutover, brushy Area 1 for

sustaining a high moose population was attributed to the Tomahawk
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timber sale in this portion of the BWCA ~ortal Zone between the years

of 1949-65 (Peek 1976, p8). Although average density on all eight

census areas was O. 77 moose/km2 (uncorrected), the densi ty on this

recently logged area was 1.93 moose/km2 , : two and one-half times the

average (Peek 1976, p60).

Tables 4 and 5 (from Peek et.al. 1976) indicate the relative use of

specific forest types within the three broad habitat types of low

lands, uplands and plantations. The authors s1..unrnarizec1 the habitat

requirements of moose by stating that:

"On a yearlong basis, 60 percent of the tracJ: locations

were in uplands, 30 percent in lowlands, and 10 p~rcent

in plantations. Use of uplands was proportional to

occurrence except in midwinter, while lowlands were

used more frequently than expected from July through

mid-October. Plantations were used less frequently

than expected during July through early September and

the rut. tpland communities dominated by aspen, white

birch, black spruce, and balsam fir received about

90 percent of the observed use" (p56). These upland

sites were often sparsely stocked and included cutover

areas (p54). "Stands dominated by jack pine, red pine

and white pine received only limited use, although no

selection for or against pines was especiall~ evident.

Upland sites dominated by deciduous species were

selected over spruce-fir in late summer and early

winter, while the opposite was apparent in midwinter;

at other times, no preference for one type over another
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Lowland communities dominated by black spruce and balsam

fir received more use than white birch and aspen sta.nds w

Preference for deciduous stands was evident in June

and early winter, while preference for lowland conifers

occurred in midwinter" (pS6).

Peek found that mostly mature upland conifer-deciduous stands

dominated by fir-spruce were used most often during the most severe

winters, with lowland use also increasing during this period. This

same usage trend of uplands over lowlands in winter ~~as noted in

Nova Scotia by Telfer (1967). Conifers are an important part of

this vlinter upland cover. Most moose beds W8le found under spruce

or fir trees in the bowl-shaped, shallow snow areas under these dense

canopier (Peek, 1971, p137). Mature stands of aspen and aspen-

willow (Salix) may also serve as winter cover if conifer-deciduous

stands are limited .(Phillips and Berg 1973). By mid-April moose left

these old-aged stands in northwestern Minnesota for low, open willow

types.

Pine plantations especially during the first 10-15 years after estab
~

lishment, can produce high quality and diverse browse species for

moose. The values of plantations to moose is inversely related to

the silvicultural success of the plantation (increased stocking

density, decreased use by moose~ Peek 1971, p202). If stocking rate

is low, the affect of plantations can be considered neutral, neither

increasing or decreasing moose density in an area. However, high

stocking rates and stand releasing (hand or herbicide) have a negative

affect on moose densities. Peek (1976, pS9) suggested that on prime

moose range, one habitat management objective should be to utilize
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only the most suitable sites for pine planations, managing aspen where

possible, and not converting types to pine after harvest.

The authors (Peek et. a. 1971, p59) suggest that "prime" moose habitat

\A7ill be produced if the following types and proportions of age

classes are present:

"Moose movements, food habits, habitat selection, and

census data all indicate that the primary or key moose

habitat appears to be the open cutover used in early

surmner and late fall. Also, spruce-fir and more mature

aspen-birch communities, plus the aquatic areas, were

preferred habitats at other times of the year. Based

on this field study, it appears that areas of highest

potential for moose habitat management are township

sized blocks within the current high-density range,

with the following composition:

1. Cutover less than 20 years old--

--40-50 percent

2. Spruce-fir .... -

--5-15 percent

3. Aspen-white birch over 20 years old--

32-55 percent
& water

Cutting should be done where white birch and aspen may

be expected to regenerate naturally. Current economic

conditions indicate that aspen. may become valuatle

enough to facilitate such management. If cutting units

are restricted in size, they should be placed as close
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to each other as possible to create blocks of approxi

mately 80 HA-l.c., a size which appears characteristic of

the present prime moose range."

The potential of plant communities in various "wa"tersheds to provide

prime moose habitat is evaluated by two ranking systems in Table 6.

Only watersheds in the eastern portion of the Study Area are con

sidered, but the technique could be applied to the entire

region. The habitats selected for the comparisons are those

suggested by Peek et. ale (1976, ~iscussed above), and all age

classes are included. Spruce and spruce-fir conifer lowlands used

heavily during severe winters by moose are the principal types

omitted from this discussion because they are generally wide-spread

and available to moose.

Field data already presented indicated where the highest

moos~ densities may be found. Table 6 predicts where they may be

found if the proper proportion of cutover and mixed age classes.

(primarily of aspen and aspen-birch) are present in the respective

watersheds. The future harvest and management of aspen-birch

forest on the Study Area will largely determine the future density

and distribution of moose in this region~

Some of the most extensive aspen-birch forest are located in the

St. Louis and White Face watersheds. Fifty-one and

57 percent of each watershed, respectively, is aspen-birch, and

they are ranked No.1 and 3 in Table 6. They also contain some of

the highest long-term moose densities (Fig. 2) for this eastern
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portion of the study Area. Other watersheds that have high potential

or currently contain high ~7intering moose densities are South

Kawishiwi River, Partridge, Embarass and Nip Creek (Table 6, Fig. 2,

Appendix" A) .

FOOD REQUIREMENTS

An estimated 90 percent of the moose diet on an annual basis in

northeastern Minnesota is provided by browse species (Peek 1971;

Abstract). Predominant species include willows, aspen, paper birch,

beaked hazel (Corylus cornuta) and fire cherry (Prunus pensylvanica)

(Table 7). Peek (1971) reviewed a number of papers from other moose

ranges in North America and presented the five most important browse

species from these studies (Table 8). The reader should be aware of"

the obvious problems of directly comparing food surveys from different

areas.

Peek ,(1971, p96) concluded that "\Y'ith the exception of area.s \·.rhere

fir and white birch do not occur or are sparse, these two species

were probably the major species for moose on eastern range" (See

Table 8). Bergerud et ale (1968, Newfoundland) concluded that

lithe diet of balsam fir and white birch was considered adequate to

maintain a healthy moose population." An earlier study in Newfound

land (pimlott 1953) showed that within burned and logged areas white

birch was used most intensively, with balsam fir use exceeding birch

use in areas with higher relative moose densities. Balsam fir was also

used extensively in winter in Quebec, Canada (Crete eta ale 1975;

p371), and was found to contain higher levIs of asorbic acid and

carotene than deciduous species in late winter {Cowan eta ale 1950,
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Paper birch was ranked in the top three food items in various regions

(Table 8), and was fifth (based on aggregate percent) and third

(Importance Value (I.V.)) in northeastern Minnesota (Table 7). Birch

was used on a year-long basis. The future abundance of young age

classes of birch is directly tied to the management of trembling aspen,

another important food species and ranking second (Table 7) on the

Study Area. All three of these species (balsam fir, paper birch

and trembling aspen) can sustain heavy browsing pressure and still

persist.

The most important food on a ye?-r-round basis for moose in northeastern

Minnesota are willows, providing 26 percent of all browse consumed

(Table 7). Peek (1971 p85) noted that lithe upland willows, pussy

willows (Salix discolor), Bebb's willow (~..bebbiana), the tall

prairie willow (~. humilus), received more use than sand bar willow

(S. interior) or bog willow (~.pedicellaris), which are characteristic

of poorly drained sites ... " Peek goes on to say that pussy and Bebb

are preferred, and cites Lakela (1965) as stating that both are

abundant in northeastern Minnesota.

Peek (197l~ p83) summarized the important moose browse species in

northeastern Minnesota and the season(s) of peak use:

Willows were the most important browse year-long, but

received greatest use in September through December ...

Quaking aspen was the most important browse species in

June, then declined through late summer, fall and early

winter, then increased in mid-winter. White birch ranked

third in importance year-long remaining relatively constant

in the diet throughout the year. Beaked hazel, fourth
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Fire cherry was important primarily in summer and early

fall. Red-oiser dogwood (Cornus stolonifera) was

important ~n fall. June berries (Amelanchier spp.)

and mountain ash (Sorbus americana), seventh and eighth

in importance, occurred at. low but constant levels in the

diet year-long. Balsam fir was ninth in importance

and was almost entirely a winter forage. Mountain maple

(Acer spicatum) was used most commonly in late summer

and again during the winter."

The principal non-browse food utilized by moose in northeastern Minnesota

are aquatic plants (reek)(1971) found yellow ~ond 'lily (Nuphar variegatum)

wild rice (Zizania aquatica) and bur reed (Sparganium angustifolium)

were the most heavily utilized, in that order. These aquatic macrophytes

are most intensively used in June, and recent studies on Isle Royale

(Jordan et ale 1973) suggest that aquatics supply 88 percent of

the annual sodium requirement for moose and may be a

factor in population regulation.

SOURCES OF MORTALITY

The two principle predators of moose in northeastern Minnesota are

timber wolves (Canis lupus) and man. Neither are particularly

effective. Studies by Mech (Mech 1977) have shown that very few

moose are taken by wolves, their diet consisting mainly of white-

tailed deer. A small number moose were taken when deer were ex-

t remely s carc e duri n9 t hewi nt er peri od .
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Harvest by man is also very limited and well within reproductive

capabilities of this big game species. Four alternate-year

lottery based hunting seasons since 1971 have taken about 10 ~ercent

of the herd each season (Berg, MDNR, Res. Biologist, Grand Rapids;

per. comm.). State populations have remained stable (northeast) or

actually increased (northwest) during these four hunting seasons

(Table 1). It is unlikely that man or wolves witl become a larger

threat in the future~

Likewise, moose are much better equipped than deer to survive the

normally severe winters of northeastern Minnesota. Deer movements

are ~everely restricted when snow depths reach 45cm or more r while

moose are restricted only after accumulations have reached twice that

amount. Limited access to browse caused by deep snow, combined with

the traditional winter yarding tendency of deer (this behavior is

not characteristic of moose), has caused elevated winter mortality

and reduced productive success in deer populations (MootY197l). The

winter of 1968-69, one of the most severe in several decades, caused

extensive deer losses throughout the state, but especially in northern

Minnesota. By contras't, Peek' (1971, p47) found no evidence that this

same winter had any major affect on moose in northeastern Minnesota.

Weather during this winter " •.. apparently did not appreciably affect

fertility on fecundity of most adults because percent calves and

twins did not change over the three years."

Biologists have expressed concern over the possibility of an increase

in "moose sickness" disease as the population in the state builds.

This disease is caused by the nematods Pneumostr-ongylus tenuis. White-

tailed deer are the host and are anoarently unaffected, but the
PRELIMINARY DRAFT REPORT, SUBJECT TO REVIEW .
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infection is lethal to moose (Loken eta ale 1965" Karns 1967,

Anderson 1964). Karns suggested that the increase in deer numbers

in northeastern Minnesota in the early 1900's caused the incidence

of P. tenuis to increase and moose populations to decline in the

1920's and 1930's. Both Karns and Tel~er (1967, p424) have suggested

that ecologica.l separation of moose and deer on winter range (especially

late winter) will reduce the incidence of this disease. Although

the winter range of these two species appears to be largely separated

on .the eastern portiori of the Study Area (]\.pp. A), Peek's (1976, p24)

data from nearby Isabella suggest that ~ tenuis was a major source

of mortality among animals under 5 years old. The future abundance

and distribution of moose in northeastern Minnesota may well depend

upon fluctuations in this source of natural mortality.

IMPACTS

The major impact to the moose population residing in the Study Area

will be from habitat lost to direct land development. It is clear

from data presented in this paper that major land-use changes,

especially in the eartern one-third. of the Study Area, will eliminate

a substantial portion of Minnesota's principal moose range.

An increase in the local human population may also increase the

incidence of road-]cills, poaching and harashment of moose by dogs.

The placement of private residences and mining operations (e.g.,

open pit mines, tailings ponds, housing developments, fenced

highways, and etc.) may disrupt seasonal movement patterns in the Study

Area. A specific reference concerning this latter point is provided

from research conducted by Phillips and Berg (1973) in northwestern

l
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winter-spring movements by moose could be.considered migrations.

The affect of large physical barriers on seasonal movements of moose

in northeastern Minnesota has not been studied.

The benefit to moose from human activities clearly centers on the extent

and type of forest harvest practices that prevail in the region in

the future. More complete utilization of mature and over-mature

aspen, aspen-birch and mixed forest types for pulp, residential and

cOITnnercial firewood, building ma terial and etc. "'70uld have a beneficial

affect and produce high-quality, high-density moose range. This may

compensate, at least in part, for lands withdrawn for mining. If

these forest types continue to mature due to loW market demand and/or

price, favorably moose habitat will decline. Hectarage lost to

succession will be additive to hectarage lost to mining.

If pollutants are added to the terrestrial or aquatic ecosystems

that seriously reduce the density, vigor or distribution of major

food sources such as species of willow, birch, aspen, hazel, cherries,

dogwoods, maples, and aquatic macropaytes, regional moose populations

will suffer. Paramount would be affects to the aspen and aspen-

birch ecosystem.
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'fABLE 1

Aerial moose Census for

northwestern and northeastern

Minnesota, 1962-63 to 1976-77A

Calculated Moose Population

Census Period

'1962-53 1

1963-64

1964-65

1965-66

1966-67

1967-68

1968-69

1969-70

1970-71

1971-72*

1972-73 2

1973-74*

1974-75

1975-76*3

1976-77

Northwest

1, 450:!:350

1,450.±.350

1,840±-290

1,900±-400

1, 835.±.260

1,620.±.220

N 0

2,040.±.430

2,350.±.?

3,140.±.230

2,760:t,210

3,540:t,360

2,415.±.245

3,039:t,451

Northeast

2,760=.640

2,880+520

3,OOO.±.770

2,830±. ?

NO CENSUS

C ENS U S

2,560.±.430

2,800.±.350

2,210+270

2,190.±.240

2,400.±.370

2,840.±.510

A From MDNR data provided by B. Berg. Numbers are actual obser-
vations and are not corrected for visibility factor.

* Post hunt census

1 First year with 2 strata, 80 percent confidence limits (CL)

2 First year with 5 strata, 95 percent eonfidence limits

3 Area restratified, 95 percent confidence l-jl1lits
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TABLE 2

!he proportion of Minnesota's

1976-77 aerial m~e census area included

within the Copper-Nickel Study Area

Area available for

. h Acensus ln testate

Proportion within

5200km2 study Area

14320km2

Northeast

15959km2

32.6 %

Total

, 30279km2

5200km2/

30279km2=

17.2 %

A Data provided by B. Berg, MDNR
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The amount and £Eoportion of Minnesota's

1977 moose hunting Zones

included within Study Area

Northeast Zones

Zone Number

20

21

22 • •

23 • • •

Area (km2 ) A

• 395 •

• .5'42 •

• .320 .

.322

-Amount of Zone
within
Study Area (km 2)

· 25

o

.320

• • • 98

24 •

25 •

26 •

27 .

28 • . .

.350 .

.460 .

.428 •

.420 •

.500 •

. e. · · · 0

· .. · 0

· · · 0

.. .. · 0

· · · 0

.385 •29 •

30 • • • . . .415 . .
.205

o
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. .
31

32

33 • •

SUBTOTALS

PERCENT

• .530

• .362

• '.278

5707km2

92

o

• • 32

772km2

13.5% (772 km 2/
5707km2 )
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TABLE 3 (Cant.)

Northwest Zones

Zone Number

Area of Zone
within
Study Area

1 3520 0

2 338 0

3 2902 0

4 755 0

5 2335 0

6 975 0

7 718 0

8 1378 0

9 1322 0

10 1702 0

SUBTOTALS 15945km2 Okm2

TOTALS (Both Northeast
and Northwest Zones)

PERCENT

21652km2

3 .. 6% (772km2/
21652km2 )

A DOT grid placed over MDNR hunting zone map with boundaries
of Study Area indicated to compute area.
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TABLE 4

Percentage of moose tracks recorded in upland, plantation, and
lowland habi tats dor.'inated by various tree species/percentage
occurrence of trge species as dominants along obseivation routes
during seasonal periods from early summer through early winter.
Total numbers of tracks recorded for each season are shown in
parentheses.

A

Early Mid- Late Early
Dominant Species Summer Summer Summer Pren.xt Rut Fostrut "'inter

(302) (806) (278) (319) (-156) (180) (184)

Uplands 63 60 71 62 59 65 61
Balsam fir 41/43 38/42 18,'40 35/42 -13/40 38/48 44/40
\Vllite birch 19/20 20/19 26/19 25/19 22/22 21/15 30/19
Black spruce 3/3 7/3 18/4 1l/4 7/3 16/3 4/3
}ackpine 3/3 4/3 4/5 4/5 3/5 6/2 0/5
Red pine/white pine 0/3 1/3 0/3 0/2 1/3 1/1) 0/3.~
Quaking aspen 24/21 25/20 34/22 18/21 22/21 15/15 23/22
Other species 10/8 6/9 1/7 8/8 3/6 3/16 0/8

Plantations 12 10 6 10 8 12 11
Balsam fir 14/4 15/3 13/2 19/3 5/3 23/3 11/2
"'hite birch 14/12 5/12 0/13 3/14 5/14 10/18 0/13
Black spruce 14/13 9/11 13/7 13/10 14/12 14/9 0/9
}ackpine 43/34 34/33 25/30 42/30 46/33 24/28 47/32
Red pine/white pine 5/24 16/26 0/29 3/24 5/26 24/24 0/27
Quaking aspen 11/13 17/13 25/29 13/18 19/12 5/16 42/16
Other species 0/1 5/1 25/1 6/1 5/1 0/1 0/1

Lowlands 25 29 23 28 32 23 28
Balsam fir 25/31 19/29 11/30 23/32 24/27 31/40 1-1/29
\Vhite birch 18/8 29/9 5/8 ]9/8 18/9 15/6 24/7
Black spruce 47/48 35/47 63/50 48/46 45/51 39/39 41/49
Jackpine. 0/0 5/1 5/3 3/3 3/0 0/0 4/0
Red pinehvhite pine 0/3 0/4 0/0 0/0 1/3 0/2 0/4
Quaking aspen 1/2 9/2 13/2 4/2 5/2 10/1 16/2
Other species 8/8 3/0 3/7 2/10 3/8 5/12 2/8

A(from Peek 1976; his table no. 17).
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TABLE

Percentages of moose tracks within uplands, plantations, and low
lands according ·to dominant overstory species during the deep snow
and milder periods of the 1969 and 1970 winters. Numbers of tracks
observed are in parenthesesA

14 Jan-26 Feb 1969 25 Ft:b-:!7 ~lar 1970 Both ¥linters
~(ajor O\'erstory

Species Lowl:md Plantation Upland Lo\~land Plantation Uplanu Lowland Plantation Upland

Severe \Vinter Periods

(81) (38) (258) (36) (44) (136) (117 ) (82) (394)
Balsam fir 23 0 39 33 0 56 26 0 45
\\"hite birch 12 18 9 14 2 0 13 10 6
Black spruce 46 18 26 39 7 13 44 12 21
Jackpine 6 24 7 0 59 0 4 43 5
Red pine/white pine 2 29 4 0 25 0 2 27 3
Quaking aspen 2 5 14 11 7 21 5 6 16
Olher species 7 5 2 3 0 10 6 2' 4

31 ~(ar-4 Apr 1969 9 Jan-17 Feb 1970 Both \\'inters
~("'i()r Overstory -

Species Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland

Mild \Vinter Periods

(15) (8) (69) (19) (65) (156) (34) (73) (22)
B.lkull fir 27 0 10 47 8 38 38 7 30
White birch 13 0 26 0 6 10 6 5 15
Black spruce 53 0 16 37 6 12 44 5 13
]ackpine 0 13 4 5 22 7 3 21 6
Red pine/white pine 0 63 0 0 15 4 0 21 3
Quaking aspen 7 25 43 11 42 27· 9 40 32
Other species 0 0 0 0 2 -='3 (J 1 2

ACfrom Peek 1976; his table no. 21).
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TABLE 5

Percentages of moose tracks within uplands, plantations, and low
lands according to dominant overstory species during the deep snow
and milder periods of the 1969 and 1970 winters. Numbers of tracks
observed are in parentheses

A

14 Jan-26 Feb 1969 25 Fd}-;;7 :-'I:lr 1970 Both Winters
;\Iajor OVt'fstOry

Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UpianJ Lowland Plantation UplandSpecies

Severe 'Vinter Periods

(81) (38) (258) (36) (44) (136) (117 ) (82 ) (394)
Balsam fir 23 0 39 33 0 56 26 0 45
\\'hite birch 12 18 9 14 2 0 13 10 6
Black spruce 46 18 26 39 7 13 44 12 21
Jackpine 6 24 7 0 59 0 4 43 5
Red pine/white pine 2 29 4 0 25 0 2 27 3
Quaking aspen 2 5 14 11 7 21 5 6 16
Other species 7 5 2 3 0 10 6 2' 4

31 ;\lar-4 Apr 1969 9 Jan-17 Feb 1970 Both Winters
~I.ljor OverstofY

Lowland Pl:mtation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecies

Mild Winter Periods

(15) (8) (69) (19) (65) (156) (34) (73) (22)
Bakun fir 27 0 10 47 8 38 38 7 30
"'hile birch 13 0 26 0 6 10 6 5 15
Black spruce 53 0 16 37 6 12 44 5 13
jackpine 0 13 4 5 22 7 3 21 6
Red pine/white pine 0 63 0 0 15 4 0 21 3
Quaking aspen 7 C)- 43 11 42 27- 9 40 32-;)

Olher species 0 0 0 0 2 -:3 U 1 2

ACfrom Peek 1976; his table no. 21).
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TABLE 5

Percentages of moose tracks within uplands, plantations, and low
lands according ·to dominant overstory species during the deep snow
and milder periods of the 1969 and 1970 winters. Numbers of tracks
observed are in parentheses

A

14 Jan-26 Feb 1969 25 Feh-27 ~lar 1970 Both Winters
~(ajor Overstory

Species Lowland Plantation Upland Lo\yland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland

Severe \Vinter Periods

. (81) (38) (258) (36) (44) (136) (117) (82 ) (394 )
Balsam fir 23 0 39 33 0 56 26 0 45
"'hite birch 12 18 9 14 2 0 13 10 6
Black spruce 46 18 26 39 7 13 44 12 21
}ackpine 6 24 7 0 59 0 4 43 5
Red pine/white pine 2 29 4 0 25 0 2 27 3
Quaking aspen 2 5 14 11 7 21 5 6 16
Other species 7 5 2 3 0 10 6 2' 4

31 ~lar-4 Apr 1969 9 Jan-17 Feb 1970 Both Winters
~f.1jor OVl"rstory

Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecies

Mild \Vinter Periods

(15) (8) (69) (19) (65) (156) (34) (73) (22)
B.lkull fir 27 0 10 47 8 38 38 7 30
"'hite hirch 13 0 26 0 6 10 6 5 15
Black spruce 53 0 16 37 6 12 44 5 13
Jac:kpine 0 13 .. 5 22 7 3 21 6
Red pine/white pine 0 63 0 0 15 4 0 21 3
Quaking aspen 7 ()- 43 11 42 27- 9 40 32... .:>

Ot her species 0 0 0 0 .2 -:"3 (J 1 2

. AC£rom Peek 1976; his table no. 21).
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TABLE 5

Percentages of moose tracks within uplands, plantations, and low
lands according ·to dominant overstory species during the deep snow
and milder periods of the 1969 and 1970 winters. Numbers of tracks
observed are in parentheses

A

14 Jan-26 Feb 1969 25 Fdl-27 ~Iar 1970 Both Winters
~Iajor Ovcrstory

Species Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland

Severe \Vinter Periods

(81) (38) (258) (36) (44) (136) ( ll7) (82) (394)
Balsam fir 23 0 39 33 0 56 26 0 45
\\11ite birch 12 18 9 14 2 0 13 10 6
Black spruce 46 18 26 39 7 13 44 12 21
Jackpine 6 24 7 0 59 0 4 43 5
Reel pine/white pine 2 29 4 0 25 0 2 27 3
Quaking aspen 2 5 14 11 7 21 5 6 16
Other species 7 5 2 3 0 10 6 2' 4

31 ~far-l Apr 1969 9 Jan-17 Feb 1970 Both \\' inters
~f..Ijor O\'l.'rstory

Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantntion Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecies

Mild \Vinler Periods

(15) (8) ( 69) (19) (65) ( 156) (34) (73) (22)
B.tkull fir 27 0 10 47 8 38 38 7 30
White hir<:h 13 0 26 0 6 10 6 5 15
BIa<.:k spruce 53 0 16 37 6 12 44 5 13
Jackpine 0 13 .. 5 22 7 3 21 6
Red pine/white pine 0 63 0 0 15 4 0 21 3
Quaking aspen 7 ,,- 43 11 42 27- 9 40 32-"
Other species 0 0 0 0 2 <::'3 U 1 2

ACfrom Peek 1976; his table no. 21).
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'.lIABLE 5

Percentages of moose tracks within uplands, plantations, and low
lands according ·to dominant overstory species during the deep snow
and milder periods of the 1969 and 1970 winters. Numbers of tracks
observed are in parentheses

A

14 Jan-26 Feb 1969 25 Feh--27 ~f:lr 1970 Both Winters
~[ajor Overstory

Lowland Plantation Upland Lo\yland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecies

Severe \Vinler Periods

(8l) (38) (258) (36) (44) (136) (117) (82 ) (394 )
Balsam fir 23 0 39 33 0 56 26 0 45
\\·hite birch 12 18 9 14 2 0 13 10 6
Black spruce 46 18 26 39 7 13 44 12 21
)ackpine 6 24 7 0 59 0 4 43 5
Red pine/white pine 2 29 4 0 25 0 2 27 3
Quaking aspen 2 5 14 11 7 21 5 6 16
Other species 7 5 2 3 0 10 6 2' 4

31 ~lar-4 Apr 1969 9 )an-17 Feb 1970 Both Winters
~I ..jor OVt"rstory

Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecil-s

Mild Winter Periods

(15) (8) (69) (19) (65) ( 156) (34 ) (73) (22)
Balsam fir 27 0 10 47 8 38 38 7 30
\\·hitc birch 13 0 26 0 6 10 6 5 15
Black sprm:e 53 0 16 37 6 12 44 5 13
Juckpine 0 13 4 5 22 7 3 21 6
Red pine/white pine 0 63 0 0 15 4 0 21 3
Quaking aspen 7 C)- 43 11 42 27' 9 40 32-;)

Other species 0 0 0 0 2 .",3 0' 1 2

ACfrom Peek 1976; his table no. 21).
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TABLE 5

Percentages of moose tracks within uplands, plantations, and low
lands according ,to dominant overstory species during the deep snow
and milder periods of the 1969 and 1970 winters. Numbers of tracks
observed are in parentheses

A

14 Jan-26 Feb 1969 !!5 Fl:h-::!7 ~I;lr 1970 Both Winters
~rajor Overstory

Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecies

Severe \Vinter Periods

(81) (38) (258) (36) (44) (136) ( 117) (82 ) (394)
Balsam fir 23 0 39 33 0 56 26 0 45
\\'!lite birch 12 18 9 14 2 0 13 10 6
Black spruce 46 18 26 39 7 13 44 12 21
Jackpine 6 24 7 0 59 0 4 43 5
Red pine/white pine 2 29 4 0 25 0 2 27 3
Quaking aspen 2 5 14 11 7 21 5 6 16
Other species 7 5 2 3 0 10 6 2' 4

31 ~lar-t Apr 1969 9 Jan-17 Feb 1970 Both \\'inters
~I.tjor Overstory

Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecit."s

~Iild \Vinter Periods

(15) (8) (69) (19) (65) ( 156) (34) (73) (22)
B,tlsam fir 27 0 10 47 8 38 38 7 30
"'!lite birch 13 0 26 0 6 10 6 5 15
Black spruce 53 0 16 37 6 12 44 5 13
]ackpine 0 13 4 5 22 7 3 21 6
Red pine/white pine 0 63 0 0 15 4 0 21 3
Quaking aspen 7 lJ- 43 11 42 27- 9 40 32-;)

Other species 0 0 0 0 2 .,,'1 (J 1 2

. ACfrom Peek 1976; his table no. 21).
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TABLE 5

Percentages of moose tracks within uplands, plantations, and low
lands according ·to dominant overstory species during the deep snow
and milder periods of the 1969 and 1970 winters. Numbers of tracks
observed are in parentheses

A

14 Jan-26 Feb 1969 25 Feh-27 ~lar 1970 Both Winters
:\lajor Overstory

Lowland Plantation Upland Lo\yland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecies

Severe \Vinler Periods

(81) (38) (258) (36) (44 ) (136) (117 ) (82) (394)
Balsam fir 23 0 39 33 0 56 26 0 45
\\11ite birch 12 18 9 14 2 0 13 10 6
Black spruce 46 18 26 39 7 13 44 12 21
Jackpine 6 24 7 0 59 0 4 43 5
Reel pine/white pine 2 29 4 0 25 0 2 27 3
Quaking aspen 2 5 14 11 7 21 5 6 16
Other species 7 5 2 3 0 10 6 2' 4

31 :\far-4 Apr 1969 9 Jan-17 Feb 1970 Both \Vinters
:\1..Ijor Overstory

Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecies

Mild Winter Periods

(15) (8) (69) (19) (65) (156) (34) (73) (22)
B.lkull fir 27 0 10 47 8 38 38 7 30
White birch 13 0 26 0 6 10 6 5 15
nlack spruce 53 0 16 37 6 12 44 5 13
]ackpine 0 13 4 5 22 7 3 21 6
Red pine/white pine 0 63 0 0 15 4 0 21 3
QlI~king aspen 7 25 43 11 42 27- 9 40 32
Other species 0 0 0 0 2 -=3 U 1 2

A(from Peek 1976; his table no. 21).
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TABLE 5

Percentages of moose tracks within uplands, plantations, and low
lands according ·to dominant overstory species during the deep snow
and milder periods of the 1969 and 1970 winters. Numbers of tracks
observed are in parentheses

A

14 Jan-26 Feb 1969 25 Feh-27 ~lar 1970 Both Winters
:'-lajor Overstory

Species Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland

Severe \Vinter Periods

(81) (38) (258) (36) (44) (136) (117 ) (82 ) (394)
Balsam fir 23 0 39 33 0 56 26 0 45
\\'hite birch 12 18 9 14 2 0 13 10 6
Black spruce 46 18 26 39 7 13 44 12 21
Jackpine 6 24 7 0 59 0 4 43 5
Red pine/white pine 2 29 4 0 25 0 2 27 3
Quaking aspen 2 5 14 11 7 21 5 6 16
Other species 7 5 2 3 0 10 6 2' 4

31 :'-lar-4 Apr 1969 9 Jan-17 Feb 1970 Both Winters
:'-I..Ijor Overstory

Lowland Plnntation Upland Lowland Plantation Upland Lowland Plantation UplandSpecies

~lild \Vinter Periods

(15) (8) (69) (19) (65) ( 156) (34) (73) (22)
Balsam fir 27 0 10 -!7 8 38 38 7 3Q
Whitt' birch 13 0 26 0 6 10 6 5 15
Black spruce 53 0 16 37 6 12 44 5 13
Juckpine 0 13 .. 5 22 7 3 21 6
Red pine/white pine 0 63 0 0 15 4 0 21 3
Quaking aspen 7 ,,- 43 11 42 27' 9 40 32-~

Other species 0 0 0 0 2 .,,3 (J 1 2

ACfrom Peek 1976; his table no. 21).
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Table 6. Relative Importance of Present and Future Moose
Habitat by Watersheds.~

Key: Amount of area in each cover-type from Minesite data base (MDNR)
(calculated from 1 hectare cells).

A - Rank no. 1 assigned to watershed with highest percentage
of vegetation in present or potential moose habitat.
Relative area of watershed not included in this ranking
scheme.

B - Rank no. 1 assigned to watershed with largest area of
vegetation of all watersheds in present or potential
moose habitat.

*Derived from MDNR Data Base.
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Tab1e 6- con t .

Vegetation
Type Sou t h Ka wi shi wi St. Louis

Ha Ha
Aspen-Birch 11478 12336

Mixed Aspen- 1310 89
Birch-Fir-Pine-etc

Northern 0 0
Hardwoods

Grass 3 51

Hazel, Pine 76 39
Cherry, -etc

Marsh 276 190

Lowland Shrubs 777 1830

Total potential moose
habi tat (Ha) 13920 14535

Percent ot total water-
shed area containing
potential moose habitat 59.4 59.8

Watershed RankA 5 4

Watershed Rank B
2 1

rotal watershed area,
open water area
inc1ud ed (Ha) 23426 24269
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Table 6-cont.

Vegetation
Type

Aspen-Birch

Mixed Aspen
Birch-Fir-Pine etc.

Northern Hardwoods

Grass

Hazel, Din
Cherry, etc

Marsh

Lowland Shrubs

Isabella Stony River

3079 3115

224 609

0 0

0 0

22 56

45 111

145 193

Total potential moose
habitat( Ha)

Percent of total water
shed area containing
potential moose habitat

Watershed rank A

Watershed Rank
, B

Total watershed area,
open water area
included (Ha)

3515

45.2

10

8

7770

4084

56.8

6

6

7188
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Table 6-cont.

Vegetation
Type Pa rtri dge Whiteface

Aspen-Birch 5695 7077

Mixed Aspen- 119 130
Birch-Fir-Pine etc.

Northern Hardwoods a . 0

Grass 59 1

Hazel, Din 58 0
Cherry, etc.

Marsh 54 4

Lowland Shrubs 982 954

Total potential moose
habitat (Ha) 6967 8166

Percent of total watershed
area containing potential
moose habitat 42.4 65.5

Watershed rank
A 12 3

Watershed Rank
B 4 3

Total watershed area,
open \1ater area
included (Ha) 16424 12472
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Table 6 -cont.

Vegetation
Type Embarrass Dunka River

Aspen-Birch 1375 3525

Mixed Aspen- 8 1122
Bi rch- Fi r-Pi ne etc.

Northern Hardwoods 0 0

Grass 3 82

Hazel, Din
Cherry, etc 23 157

Marsh 3 73

Lowland Shrubs 21 389

Total potential moose
habitat (Ha) 1433 5348

Percent of total water-
shed area containing
potential moose habitat 75.5 36.9

Watershed rank
A 2 14

Watershed rank
B 14 5

Total watershed area,
open water area included (Ha) 1899 14489
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Table 6- cont.

Vegetation
Type

Aspen-Birch

Mixed-aspen
birch-fir-pine-etc

Northern Hardwoods

Grass

Hazel, Din
Cherry, etc.

Marsh

Lowland shrubs

Total potential moose
habi ta t (H a)

Percent of total watershed
area containing potential
moose habitat

Watershed rank
A

Watershed rank
B

-Total watershed area,
open water area includ~d (Ha)

North River

641

27

o

20

o

5

838

1531

22.7

15

12

6755

Colvin Creek

2264

92

o

3

9

25

229

2622

47.9

7

10

5476
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Table 6-cont.

Vegetation
Type Argo Creek Sand River

Aspen-Birch 2835 169

Mixed aspen- 249 a
birch-fir-pine-etc.

Northern Hardwoods a a

Grass 89 a

Hazel, Din
Cherry, etc. 6 a

Marsh 26 1

Lowland Shrubs 321 64

Total potential moose
habi tat (H a) 3526 234

Percent of total watershed area
containing potential moose habitat 45.3 15.2

Watershed Rank
A 9 16

Watershed Rank
B 7 16

Total watershed area, open
'water area included (H a) 7778 1539
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Table 6-cont.

Vegetation
Type Nip Creek Den 1ey Creek

Aspen-Birch 2460 1711

Mixed apsen- 15 75
birch-fir-pine-etc.

Northern Hardwoods 0 0

Grass 0 0

Haze1, Di n
Cherry, etc. 0 6

Marsh 85 61

Lowland Shrubs 269 130

Total potential moose
habitat (H a) 2829 1983

Percent of total watershed area
containing potential moose
habitat 39.8 43.0

I~a tershed Rank
A 13 11

Watershed Rank
B 9 11

Total watershed area,
open water area included (H a) 7101 4607
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Table 6-cont.

Vegetation
Type Kawishiwi River Bear Island River

Aspen-Birch 1280 307

Mixed aspen-
birch-fir-pine-etc. 112 88

Northern Hardwoods 0 0

Grass 0 0

Hazel, Din 0 0
Cherry, etc.

Marsh 17 0

Lowland Shrubs 48 44

Total potential moose
ha bita t (Ha) 1457 439

Percent of total watershed
area containing potential
moose habitat 81.1 45.6

Watershed Rank
A 1 8

Watershed Rank
B 13 15

Total watershed area,
open water area included (H a) 1795 963
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"'0 TABLE 7 Summary of bro\vse species utilization and importance values ,.,ith rankings for top ten species
JJ throughout t~e year J northeastern r1innesota; obtained by exnmination of moose feeding sites. Am
r- JUNE-SEPTEHBER OCTOBER-DECE}ffiER JANUARY-APRIL YEAR-LONGS
Z

R R R R R R R R SEASON OF
» AGG. A IHP. A AGG. A IHP. A AGG. A IHP. A AGG. A IHP. A HIGHEST
JJ % N Y,AL. N % N VAL. N % N VAL. N % N VAL. N USE
-< USE K K USE K K USE K K USE K K
0
::a Balsam fir ; - - - 1.6 ' 9 .056 7 10.8 3 .103 4 4.8 7 .052 9 ''linter»
-n Red maple 0.8 .009 'Hinter
-I Hountain maple - 6.1 5 .046 6 1.2 - ' .023 - 5.2 7 .052 9 ,4.3 8 .043 10 summer
::a Alders 1.5 10 .046 10 2 .. 1 - .039 - fall
m Juneberries 1.6 9 .037 7 4.3 6 .049 8 5.0 8 ~080 7 3.8 9 .058 7 winter-0
0 Yellow birch . 0.1 ' - .001 - "linter
JJ Uhite birch 12.3 3 .133 4 2.6 8 .084 4 8.1 6 .083 6 7.7 5 .098 3 year-long
-I Lcatherle"f 0.1 - .001 - Hinter-
0) :Ccakcd hazel 0.3 10 ~008 10 15.5 3 .098 3 19.7 2 .132 2 12.6 3 .085 4 ,.;intcr ,
C Round leafed 1.0 - .008 - 'Hinter w
OJ U1

c... dogwood. ,
m Red-osier 2.4 8 .030 9 17.6 2 .143 2 8.3 5 .086 5 8.6 4 .078 6 fall
0 Lush honey- 0.1 .002 summer-I
-I suckle
0 Labrador tea 0.1 .001 fall
:0 Black spruce 0.1 .001 Hinter
m J~ckpine 0.2 .008 fa 11- v1 in t er
< ,

- Red-\,:hite pine 0 .. 2 .004 winter
m 'I3.:lls.:1ffi poplar 0.1 .014 ~'linter
:E Qu~king aspen 32.1 1 .228 2 6.5 4 .065 6 10.6 4 .104 3 15.8 2 .133 2 summer

Fire cherry 10.9 4 .144 3 6.1 5 .074 5 3.2 10 .046 10 6.4 6 .084 5 sununcr
Chokecherry 1.2 .023
Nountain ash 2.9 7 .055 5 3.6 7 .OLI-6 9 3.9 9 .058 8 3.5 10 .053 8
Roses 0.1 .001 fall
R.Jspbcrries 0.1 .001
\lillows 26.2 2 .236 1 32.9 1 .237 1 20.6 1 -.145 1 26.0 1 .200- 1 nIl year
~cd-berried elder 0.1 .001 Hinter
i.1hite cedar 0.1 .001 ,,,rinter

A·Table l8-from Peek 1971
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~portant bro~~se species to moose from ten locations in eastern North America.. A

I
W
(j)
I

1950 lower moose population
than 1945

1948 higher moose population
than 1945

1947-48 mos~ important species
r~ther thun most palatable

1940's, browse survey techniqu~

High moose population (1945)
Browse survey technique

REHARKS

· 1963 light browsing pressure,
stem counts in spring (his Fb.•3)

Balsam fir, white birch, moun~ain ash,
a s pen, 'tvi 110l-ls

Aspen, white birch, balsam fir, mountain
ash, willows

Mountain maple, yellow birch, sugar
maple, red maple, Canada horieysuckle

Willows, aspen, white birch, beaked hazel, Moderately high moose population
fire cherry feeding site ~xamination technique.

Balsam fir, mountain maple, mountain ash,
white birch, fire cherry

Balsam fir, white birch, mountain ash,
red-osier, mountain maple

FIVE HOST IMPORTANT BROUSE SPECIES'
IN ORDER OF IHPORTANCE

lfhite birch, aspen, red-osier, willows,
mountain ash

AREA

Nova Scotia

St. Ignace
Island, Onto

Haine

1953

1948

1967

DATE

1971 Northeast
Hinnesota

. 1946 Isle
Royale

1951 Isle
Royale

1951 Isle
Royale

"U
:0
m
rs: TABLE 8

Z REFERENCE
»
:u
-<---------------------------------------------------
~This study
»
."

-l Aldous &
~ Krefting
'1J
gKrefting
-l

gKrefting
CO
e.-
m() ~e tcrson
-l
-l
ODyer
:0
m
<
iiiTclfer

~

Pimlott 1953 Newfoundland White birch, balsam fir, mountain maple,
mountain ash, fire cherry

Stem count method, he~vy browsing
pressure

Dodds 1960 Newfoundland Balsam fir, white birch, rasrberry,
elderbe~ry, juneberries.

High moose density, cutover area
1953, 56, 57.

.,
Dodds 1960 Newfoundland Balsam fir, willows, alders, mountain

maple, rhododendron
Low moose density, stem count
method.

A·Table 21-from Peek 1971.
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Figure 1. Moose population estimates based on Superior National
Forest Records
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Figure 2. Winter moose densities on the eastern two-thirds of Study Area from
MDNR aerial census (1959-60 through 1976-77)A'
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Figure 3. Distribution of 1977 Moose Hunting Zones on Study AreaA
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Figure 4. Moose observations made by members of the Copper-~ickel Study
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APPENDIX A

\fINT~H. DENSITIES AhD DISTIU13UTION

OF

DEER ANTI HOOSE IN HORTHEP,-STERN NINNESOTA

. 1JTheodore J. Floyd

Department of EntoQolo~J, Fisheries, and Wildlife

University of Ninnesota

st. Paul

Abstract: An oerial census for deer (Odocoileus virgi~~lli~US) and

moose (Alces alces) was completed in the winter of 1977-78 in

northebStern Eim18sota. A str'atified r8.nclom sampling technique

wi th optimal allocation of sE.J.Y':ple plots VTaS used. Uncorrected

census results were 0.8 deer and 0.1 moose per square kilometer.

The accuracy of the census \m s improved for deer by estimating

numbers of animals missed within census plots. Moose results

were ad~usted using values from the literature. Corrected results

are 2.3 deer and 0.3 moose per square kilometer. Deer and moose

distributions \'lere determined from aerial transects flm-1n prior

to the census. Distribution patterns and population densities

may not be valid for times of the year other than the census

period because of seasonal habitat changes.

~--- ._---_.- _. ~._. -- -._- --------_.
11 CU.l'rent mailing addross: 18 East Booundary Street,

Ely, rlinnesota 55731
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Defining strata requires prior lmOl'lledgc of distributions and densities of the

population.

After strata have been defined, smuple sizes must be allocated for each

stratum o Cochran (1967) defines tI,ro types of sample allocation: proportional

and optimal. Optimal allocation is desirable vrhen large differences exist

behreen stratum 11eans and is made proportional to both the stratum area and its

varim1ce. This requires knowledge of strata variances prior to the census 0

Often variances are not knmm and other estimates must be substituted. Pop

ulation estimates can Berve this purpose \·ri th the assumption that differences

in strata densities reflect, in roughly the same pr0portions, the difference

betlveen strata vari&nces.

Strata \,yere defined from deer and woose distribution observed fro[;1 the

air along transects 2.6 kilometers (one mile) apart. TI'ansect fli~;hts yroceeded

in a nortll-south direction. Trails and sightings ?f moose and deer were plotted

on topographic maps by an observer \vatching from one side of the plane.

Transect data also provided the data for optimally allocating smnple

plots within strata. ~£evious studies (Bell et ale 1973, Peek 1971, Siluff

and Skoog 1964) had established that estimates of strata densities could be

successfully substituted for strata variances. The census design used here assillned

that numbers of animals and trails,· recorded from transects, within strata ~Tould

be equally effective in reflecting strata variances. Table 1 illustrates the

necessary computations for optimally allocating plots among strata o

Sample plots were approximate square miles (2.6 square kilometers) with

boundaries based on identifiable geographic landmarks where possible. Unlike

plots 'based on a grid system, boundaries easily identified from the air reduced

the possibility of mistakenly counting animals whic}1 mayor may not have been in

the plot.
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Census flights were begun on the 28th of December and cOTIlpleted on the

16th of Harch. Eighty plots \<Tere intensively searched at 0.1 ti tudes of from

60 to 150 meters (200 to 500 feet) above ~roillld with a Piper PA-18A-150 Super

Cub. Plots were searched in a series of overlapping circles so that each piece

of groill1d was observed at least once. Both pilot and passen~er functioned as

observers. "Then deer or moose were sighted, the pilot 1,faS requested to circle

until observers were satisfied that &S many ffi1imals as possible were cOill1ted.,

RESULTS llirD DI8C1JSSION

Deer distribution was classified as high, medium, and low density ranee

(Fi,c-ure 2 ). Eoose distribution was classified as high and 101-[ density
l.:>

(Figure 3 ). Data needed to stratify the 8.reas in figures 2 and 3 were gotten

from recording trails and animals sighted during transect flights. Comparison

of fiGures 2 and 3 reveals little overlap between high density deer and moose

range during winter.

High density deer range comprised 16% of the total area and contained

4~b of all trails and animals observed. Medium density range occupied 21%

of tlle area and included 24% of the trails and animals observed. The rest of

the area (63)S) was 1m! density range vThich included 28}b of all trail and animal

observations 0 In census plots, 140, 29 and 36 deer were observed in high,

mediwil ffild low density strata respectively (Table 3).

High density deer range \'las located along the southern shores of White

Iron and Farm Lakes surrounding the Kawishiwi river area (Figure 2). It also

included an area extending approximately eight miles southwest of Birch Lake

and the City of Babbitt. A third area of high density rffilge existed in the

southern end of the study area south and southeast of Hoyt Lakes and north of
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the \iJhiteface Reservoiro Nedium density deer rangE! primarily occupied zones

surrounding hi~h density area in the northern half of the study area, \'rhile in

the southern one-third it occupied most of the area. Nearly all of tho area

east of a line extending lengt~vise northeast-soutlnvest through the center of

the study area was low density.

High density moose range was mostly confined to the northeclst one-third

of the study area. A small portion was 10cateU about eight miles east of

Hoyt Lakos (Figure 3). It comprised 147~ of the total area and contained 68%

of the total moose trail and animal observations recorded during trnnsect

fliGhts and 337~ ('rable 3) of all moose observed in census plots.,

Deer-I~o~~jJ8nsity

Deer and moose densities Ivere determined similarly, the methodolot";Y of

which is illustrated in Table 2. Table 3 presents results for both deer and

moose. Appendix 1 presents initial plot data from which values in Table 2

and 3 were calculated. Plot densities ranged from zero to 14 deer aIld zero to

five moose per plot. Eighty plots Here sampled for deer and moose. For deer

20, 14, and 46 plots were optimally allocated for sampling in high, medium,

ffi1d low density strata respectively (Table 1). For moose 21 of high and 59

plots of lo~v density strata were allocated. Each plot averaged 20 minutes for

completion., The average area per plot was 2.6 square kilometers (one square

mile)o

Of 205 deer observed, 140 (68i~) lv-ere in high, 29 (14~~) \'lere in medium,

and 36 (18%) were located in Imv density plots (Table 3). These values pro

jected for each stratum result in uncorrected figures of 654, 267 and 299 deer

in high, medium and low density strata respectively for an overall uncorrected

estimate of 1,221 deer in 1542 0 4 square kilometers (595.5 square miles).

It is aclmovlledged that a number of fHctol's affect the obf:3ervabili ty of

animals in aerial censues (Norton-Griffiths 1976, Caughley et ale 1976, LeResche
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6.

and Rausche 1974, Pennyv'lick and \vestern 1972). Probably in this area the factor

most affecting census accuracy is for3st cover type. Deer in coniferous cover are

easily missed. Floyd et ale (submitted and included as Appendix II) describe a

teclmique for correcting deer census results in an area included in this census.

We assl~ed the correction factor includes the overall effects of all types of

biases encountered during the census. The method Has follO\'!ed in this census

and a correction factor was applied to resulis listed in Table 3 for deer. With

the observers used, al)proximately 34;'S of all deer in each plot 'Jere actually 0b

served, resulting in a correction fc,ctor of 2.92 (the reciprocal of 3L~5b), (Table 4).

rrhe corrected population estimate for the study 2raa is 356707 deer (ll\:1ble

3) • The correctod mean is 2.3 deer per SGuare kilometer (6.0 deer p8r squ81'e

mile) •

A total of 30 moose 'were observed in 80 sample plots, 10 (3350) in high

densi ty and 20 (67/~) in Im,r density range. Irhe uncorrected projected total is

217 moose in 1542 square kilometers (Table 3), 40 moose in high density and 177

in low density stratum.

It should be assumed that moose are subject to observability biases similar

to deer, although not necessarily of the same magnitudes. A moose correction

factor was not determined for tllis study using techniQues described by Floyd

et ale (SUbmitted). Instead, in analyzing data presented by LeResche lilcl Rausche

(1974), I assumed that about 5~~ of all moose in plots were not observed. Thus

uncorrected results in Table 3 were multiplied by two.

The corrected El00se population estimate in 1542 square kilometers is 434

moose (Table 3). This results in a mean of 0.3 moose per square kilometer

(0.7 per square mile).

Various studies, includine research done in this area (Hoskinson and Mech,

1976, Nelson 1977), have shmm that deer exhibit seasonal migration patterns
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and that smmner and Ivinter ranges may differ o Thus it should be assumed that

results presented here reflect population densities and distribution of deer in

their \'linter range and may not hold true for other times of the year. This

census was not begun until after a sample of radio~nonitored deer had settled

on their winter range (Nelson, personal cOIDilllli1ication)o

In northeastern ~linnesota there is a luck of data on seasonal habits of

moose. To my knowledge it is not known whether winter and summer ranges differ.

I am assuming that, like deer, moose were present on their winter ranee when the

census VIas made. Thus as is the case "Tith deer, census results may not be valid

during other times of the year o
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Table 1 0 Example of computations required for optimally allocating sample size
within strata. Ta~en from-deer data.

1/ Optimal allocation values represent the number of sample units chosen for the
census (80) multiplied by "Ii s us a proportion.

= Total number of possible sample ~mits ~ per strat~

- Proportion of possible sample units per stratum .

= Number of ,trail and animal sightings within strata from transect
data. Used in place of standard deviation.

Definitions :

20

46

14

80

Optimal allocation
of sample units 11

0 0 25

1.00

0.17

0.58

_.._--_._-- ---- ------

76 0 2

25307

vi s 1'.[ s as a
proportion

440.0

110.. 1

s

404

356

697

and s

w

0 0 158

0 0 628

1 0 000

0.214

N

94.1

= Product of ~f

595.0

373.8

127.6

s

w s

N

11

Low

Stratum
Density

Totals

High

Nedium

-0
:0
m
r
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»
JJ
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JJ
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m
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:0
~
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m
o
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o
:0'
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<
m
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Y A sample unit Vias one square mile (2.59 squc.re kilometers) 0
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Tsble 2 0 Example of calculations req~rired to derive a population estimate and variance ..
Taken from deer data •

._--_._--------_._--_._- -._.._- _._.-- - _. __.- _._--_._- ---- -_._._.------- ..-- --_._-

Definitions:

1/ The qu~~tity l-w is a population correction factor WInch may be ignored if less than 0
0
1

0

w = Proportion of each stratum sampled (n IN) ..
W = Proportion of area included in each stratum (N IN).
J;: s NUI::lber deer observed per stratum.

Total population estimate X = (x Iw ) = 1220 0 5 deer

POPulat~on mean X = X IN = 0.8 deer/kilometer2 (2 .. 1 deer/mile2)

Variance of the popul8tio~ estimate 0 2 = (ll 2 s 2/ n ) (l--vv )1l = 0.079

~
W->
W
0:

0
f-
f-
a
w....,
ro
:J
(f)..
f-
0:
0
0-
W
0:
f-
U-
«
0:
0

>-ex:
«
z-
~-.
-.a

W
0:
0-

l-'
0

).

N )0= Total area included in study area (

= ~J.a01h~t of area (kilometers2
) sampled in ea.ch stratum.

= Amount of total area included in each stratum.

= Sample mean number of deer per stratum (x /n

2 S't'· ( \2/ 1= ra~a varl~~ce = x - x ) n - 0s

x

n

N

N

2 I
I 2 21 )Stratum n N \rol H x x s x Iw vf s n ) (l-w

Density

High 52.2 24307 0 0 214 0 0 158 140 2.7 14 0 2 653.9 0.014

Eedium 35 .. 9 330.5 0.109 0.214 29 008 15 0 6 267.3 0 .. 045

LO'if 116.5 968.2 0.120 00628 36 0 .. 3 207 299 .. 3 0 .. 020
------ - ,-_. - -

Tota.ls 204.6 1542 0 4 10000 205 1220.5 00079
-------------_.- -----



Table 3. Results of the 1977-78 deer-moose aerial census.

-0
:D------"-------------
m
r DEER lIOOSE

The distribution and density of moose did Hot l'larrant Ci medium density strutu.rn.

204.56 205

Correction factor£! x 2.92

Corrected total 3567.7

Deer!YJIl2 y 2.3

Deer!mi1e2 6.0

217.2

177.30.1320

Hoose Seen

Per Projected
No. Y.m.2 Total

10 0.18 39.925.06

11.28

;s of
Stratum

30

Correction factor 21 x 2

~Qr:r;'~cted total 434.4

flloose/)Crn
2 i/ o._?.§.

NOC2...~_e!I'lile2 0.73

Cou-YJ.ted

54.55

Y

Area

203.94

149.39

1(m2

299.3

267.3

653.9

1220.5

Projected
Total

2.68

0.81

0.31

Per
Km2

Seen

29

36

No.

140

Deer

21.41

10.85

% of
Stratum

Counted

52.19

Area

35.87

Km
2

From Table 4.

(j)

C
OJ
C'
m
o
-I
-I
o
:0
m
<JJ
m
~y

0-
:lJ
»iigh
-n
-I _ ,.
JJ_,.eulum
m
iD~ow 116.50 12.03
0-----------------"
~iotals

$':
z
J>_ .
JJuenslty
-<.:jtrata

J.! A value chosen from LeEesche and Rausch 1974.

11 Study area was 1542.4 kilometers2 (595.5 miles2).
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Table 4. Results of deer observability tests.

Reciprocal of percent observed.

Number of radio-tagged deer observed by both pilot and passenger.

Weather was poor when any of the following conditions prevailed: winds at 10 mph or above,
temperature below _28oC, a low cloud cover or SllOW falling. I!hen temperature was above
-IOoC, winds were light or cdlm, cloud cover was li~ht, and there WaS no precipitation,

conditions were considered good.

Fair 11 1 9.1

Fair 5 2 40.0

Good 11 4 36.4

Poor 11 6 54.5
~---_._._-----_.,... -- _._----

38 13 34.2 2.92

Correct~gn

Factor 21
Percent
Observed

._------- - _._---------------

No. Collare;-}
Deer Observed

._.---- -----~------

Knov-Tn No. of
Collared Deer'.Ieuther ]}

Totals

Febr~a~J 28, 1978

Harch 24, 1978

February 21, 1978

rrest Date

l1arch 10,.1978

)J

1:/

11

""0
:0
m
r
So:
z
»
:0
-<
CJ
JJ
»
-n
-i
JJ
m
-0o
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-;

Cf)

C
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c...
m
()
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o
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m
<
m
~

l-'
N
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13.

APPEIWIX I • Plot location and sto.tistics.

......_~__..2____._______·__,~__·_.__~_·_.>·____________·_·_·_--"._~'-~."-------.~.'- ___'_._." --,._.....~......'-_.- -----___..______
I'lOOSE DE,'ER-,-_._ ..... -_.- _..._- ~ -_. _.- ._-_..,-...._-_....._._~-----_.-

lvlinutes for Area. Stratmn Number Stratum Number
Plot Location Completion Km2 Density Observed Density Observed
---------,--"'_..----,._-_.--,."._..------_.._--._-_._--~---=._.-_."_ ....- ._-_.----_. --- ._~- ..- --,--'-- --_.,......_._-_...._----.-

'1'. 62-R.ll-Sec. 3 21 2.1 1mv 0 High 2
tl 11 Sec.9 28 2.7 10\1' 2 High 0
II 11 Sec.17 26 2.2 1m-T 0 High 4
1I II 8ec.22 25 2.5 1m'{ 0 High 7

T.62-R.12-Sec.25 17 2.3 La-w 0 Hedium 0

T.62-R.ll-Sec.31 24 3.2 1m'{ 0 HiGh 6
1I 11 Sec.35 30 2.7 Low 1 High 4

T.61-R.I1-Sec. 5 20 204 LOvT 0 High 6
II " Sec. 1 18 2~7 High 5 Lov; 0
11 " Seco 7 21 2.9 LoVl 3 High 2

" II Sec. 9 24 2.7 Lov[ 0 Hi.gh 4
T.61-R.10-Sec. 7 16 2.5 Hish 0 L011 0

II " Sec.10 14 2.. 4 High 0 Lm" 0

" II Sec.17 25 2.8 High 0 Lm1 0
II 11 8ec.15 20 2.6 High 0 1011[ 0
II " 3ec.13 22,. 3.2 High 0 Low 0

T.61-R. 9-Sec.17 17 2.9 High 3 1mv 0
~.61-R.ll-Sec.23 15 2.0 High 0 Low 0
T.61-R.12-Sec.25 24 2.8 10w 1 Medium 0
T.61-R.ll-Sec.27 22 2.8 High 2 10w 0

tI II 8ec.25 15 2 0 6 High 0 Low 0
II " 8ec.31 14 2.8 1011[ 3 I'ledium 0

T.61-R.I0-Sec.31 23 2.6 High 0 Low 2
T. 60-R.12-Sec. 2 21 2.5 101v 0 Hedilun 13
T.60-R.13-Sec.ll 12 205 10w 0 High 9
T. 60-R.12-Sec. 7 18 2.6 10VT 0 High 14
T. 60-R.11-Sec .10 20 2.6 HiGh 0 Low 4

" " Sec.ll 21 2.7 High 0 Low 0
T.60-R.I0-Sec. 9 16 2.9 Low 0 10vl 0
T.60-R.13-Sec.13 25 2.8 10\1 0 High 9
T.60-R.ll-Sec.15 18 2.7 High 0 Low 0
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14.
~.......... _ .•. _ ....-__._---_._--._.~_..._._,.•_---_._-----..--._~~ ......-_.._"_.._ .._~,._""" ..q

--_._",---~

I'lOOSE DEER
._....e- ..........________~___,___ -_....-~------._."--

l\~inutes for Area stratum Number stratum Number
Completion

r)

Denc.ity Observed Density O"bservedPlot Locution y..]),-

_.-.._----<=, --~ ......._-~_.,~-_ ..." ------_.-.----,_._-----~----.-..._--, ..,-.."--~~ .......... _.'---- --------._--_.._---------
T.60-R.IO-Sec.1S 22 2.5 High 0 LOv7 0

T.60-R.13-Sec.2l 31 2.. 6 Lm'1" 0 High 10
II II Sec.22 20 2.. 3 Lm'/' 0 High 9

T.60-R.12-Sec.21 19 2.5 Low 0 Lov1 0
II II Sec.24 15 2.6 LOI'1 3 LOv1 0

T.60-R.13-Sec.29 27 20 9 Lov1 0 High 7
T.60-R.ll-Sec.26 23 2.. 4 High 0 Lm'l 6

II II Sec.35 20 2.6 Hi,,!h 0 LO\'l 0

T.60-R.I0-Sec.31 18 2.6 High 0 1mv 3
T.59-R.12-Sec.4 21 20 2 Lm-r 0 Hedium 0

T. 59-R.I0-Sec. 6 23 2.4 High 0 101'7 1

T.59-R.13-Sec. 8 20 2.3 LovT 0 LUVT 0
II II Sec.ll 17 2.3 Low 0 Low 0

T.59-R.12-Sec.12 21 2.2 LOv-T 0 Lmv 0

" II Sec.lS 30 3.4 Low 2 Low 4
II II Sec.13 19 2.7 Lm-r 0 Low 0

T.59-R.13-08c.22 19 2.4 High 0 LOll 0

T.59-R.ll-Sec.23 14 2.3 Low 0 LOVI 0

T.59-R.13-Sec.27 11 2.6 High 0 Lm! 0

~.59-R.12-Sec.28 16 2.3 Lm-r 0 Low 0
T.59-R.14~Sec.35 20 2.. 6 Lm1' 0 LOv7 1
T. 58-R.12-Sec. 4 14 2.3 Low 0 Low 2
T.59-R.l1-Sec.31 17 2.. 4 Lm'/' 0 LOvT 0
T.58-11.13-Sec. 5 20 2.3 Lmv 0 Lmv 7
T. 58-R.12-Sec .. 4 14 1.8 Low 0 Low 0
T. 58-R.ll-Sec .. 5 17 2.0 Lo~v 0 L01'I 0
T.. 58-R.14-Sec.l1 20 2.3 LOI'l 0 Nedium 2
T. 58-R.12-Sec .. 12 20 2.7 Low 0 Low 0
T.58-R .. 14-Sec.15 20 2.7 Lm'1 0 Nedium 2

II tI Sec.13 25 2.9 Low 0 Nedium 0
It tt Sec.20 26 2.8 Low 0 High 14
It " Sec.23 20 1.6 Low 0 1m., 2

" II Sec.24 18 2.2 Low 0 Hedium 1
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IVIOOSE DEER

Plot Location
Jilinutes for
Completion

[:3tratum
Density

Number
. Observed

Stratum
Density

Number
Observed

Totals

T. 57--R.14-Sec. 23

'1\ 57-R.I3-..Sec. 5

T.5B-R.13-Sec.36

17 1 .. 9 LmV' 0 1m'1 0

22 2.6 1mr 0 HiGh 8

23 2.7 1m'1 0 High 10

25 2.3 10".V' 0 High 10

21 20 5 Low 0 Nedium 0

26 20 5 LmV' 0 Nedium 9

15 2.5 LO".'1' 3 Low 2

26 2.6 LO".'1' 0 l':Iediwn 0

18 2.8 Low 0 101'1 0

21 2.6 1m'! 0 LOI'l 0

25 2.9 Low 0 l"lediwn 2

18 2.8 1m'1 0 10".'1 0

15 2.8 LmV' 2 Low 0

17 2.7 1mV' 0 11edium 0

22 2.8 10w 0 Lmr 2

_~L__ 3.0 Low 0 Hi[J'h 5--- .._- --_....-----_._-- ~-_.._-_.- -_. --_.-

1624 204.4 80 30 80 205

20 2.6

Sec.24IIII

II II Sec.31
II " Sec.32

" tI Sec.33
II II Sec.34

T. 57-It.12-3ec .19

T.57-R.14-Sec.36

T.57-R.12-Sec. 6

T.57-R.14-Sec. 9

T.57-R.13-3ec. 7

T.57-R o I2-Sec. 7

T.58-R.12-Sec.22

To 58-R.14 -Sec. 30

--------~ ..__._~--_.._--- ._--~----_.__..•.__._------- ~-- _.- - _.- -'--- - .... -- .... - - - - -- .. ". - - - .... -- - .---
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An improved method of censusing

deer in deciduous-coniferous forests.
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AN IHPROVED NETIIOD OF CENSUSING DEER IN

DECIDUOUS-CONIFEROUS FORESTS

Aerial censusing has been used to determine densities of many large mammals,

including deer (Odocoileus virginianus) in agricultural areas or deciduous

forests (Saugstad 1942, Horse 1946, Petrides 1953, Sanderson 1953, Berner pers.

Comm.) . HO'I,vcver, observability of deer frmo. the air re.mains a problem in
" ~

northern conif erous forests.. LeResche and Rausch (1974) determined tho. t even
•

I' •

witll the much larger and more observable moose CAlces alces) during ideal snow

conditions, experienced observers only counted 68 percent of a kno~vn number of

animo.ls; irlC'xpericllceJ obserVL~rs counted 43 percen t. Cau[;hley (197/~) and

Caughley et al. (1976) sugr;:2stcd th.:lt the best solution to the problem of

observability in aerial censuses is to measure the magnitude of the biases that

exist, and correct estimdte~~ L,ccorJii.1(jly. '1'.his paper describes an attempt to

measure obscrvability bias i.n an aerial census of deer in deciduous-coniferous

habitat and to produce an acc.arate estimate of numbers.

STUDY AREA

The study ~vas conducted in a 393 to 399 km2 portion of the Superior National

Forest (SNF) in Lake County, Hlnnesota lying northeast to northwest of Isabella.

The area included parts of Towuships 59, 60, and 61 North in Ranges 8, 9, and

10 West of the Fourth Principle Meridian.
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The vegetation of the study area is mostly maturing coniferous-deciduous

forest. Fc~., unmixed stands remain except in lowlands, which occupy about

'one-third of the area and are dominated by white and black s,pruce (Picea

£l~ and mariana). Balsam fir (Abies balsamea), red pine (Pinus resinosa)

jack pine (Pirlus banksiana), aspen (Populus tremuloides), and birch (Betula

.EE..P.Y:.~ifera) predOl;)inate in the uplands. About 25 percent of the upland consi.sts

of red pine and jack pine plantations. tfuch of the area has been cutover since

1935 (Peek et al. 1976), and is still being logged on a small 'sc~le.

Deer had declined in' the region from 1968 through 1974, and an area of more

th.:1Il 3,000 1<.m 2 just north of thL~ [,tudy area has been devoid of ,,,intcring deer

since 1972 (Hech and Karns 1977). Some deer immigrate into the study area to

winter, usually by December (Nelson 1977), but there is no evidence that deer

resident in the study area emigrCl,tc in ,,,inter. Thus our winter estim.::ttes

probably exceed the actual number of deer inhabiting the study area for most of

the year.

11ETHODS

Our c.ensus technique involved two basic steps: (1) aerially counting deer

in census plots, and (2) testing the observability of deer in test plots

·similar to the census plots. He eonduc ted three censu~es, from 7 December

1975 through 4 January 1976, from 25 January through 11 February 1977, and

from-I3 February through 3 Hareh 1978. Maximum snow d2pths during the three

censuses were 61, 46, and" 73 em, while mir.imum temperatures were -37C, -40C,

V;t?I'-~_

Th~ count.s/l.based on stratified random sampling with optimal

alloc~tion of sample riots, a type of sampling particularly applicable to

populations lvith clumped distributions (Cochran 1967). Census stratification
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and plot allocation were based on aerial strip ~urveys of deer and tracks in

transects .8 1an apart, involving 7 hours of flying. Plots within high,

medium, and low density strata were chosen at random. Several workers have

used this design in estimating populations of big game animals and describe

the technique in greater detail (Peek et ale 1976; Siniff and Skoog 1964).

Our censuses were made under clear to bright-cloudy light conditions at

altitudes from 60 to 150 meters above ground from a Piper PA-18~-150 Super Cub
~ ,

aircraft. The Super Cub proved highly advantageous because of its maneuverability

and ability to fly at low speeds and altitudes.

Both pilot and passenger (senior author) searched the plots intensively in

a series of over-lapping circles such tha t each piece of ground \-las observed at

least once. '.Jhenever a deer Has sighted, the pilot was requested to circle until

the observer was satisfied that as many animals as possible were observed. Census

• plots \vere approximately 2.6 1an2 each Hith boundaries based on identifiable

landmarks such as ridges or streams, and averaged 17 minutes each for completion.

We censused 40 to 45 plots each year.

We used radio-tagged deer (Hoskinson and Mech 1976; N0 1son and Mech in prep.)

to test our observability bias in the census. .:'T'" i ""1"( radio-tagged deer '-lith

color-coded collars ,,-'ere available, ten in win teL' 197 5~76) four in 197 6-77i cu.Jd /0 IN

1~'7-i~""8 (Nelson 1977). .the collars did not seem conspicuous enough to increase the

observability of the deer. Test plots of 1 .. 3 to 2.6 km2 containing radioed deer

were located on maps by an impartial observer and a pilot other than the census

pilot (Table 2). Test plots were then searched within the next few hours by the

senior author without redia telemetry, using the same pilot, plane, and search

techniques as in the counts. In several instances the same deer were used

during different days but only if their locations changed between trials. The

test plots were located in the same region as the census area, although not
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actually '\orlthin the census area. We3.ther and c9ver variation among plots and

tes ts \'las similar to tha t during counts. Thus \ve assumed tha t the propor tion

of collared deer missed in the test plots approximated the proportion of deer

missed in the census plots. Correcting census data \vith the figures thus

derived gave an estimate of the actual deer density.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

/'

Deer were observed under forest conditions varying from open canopy to

an estimated 80 percent closed canopy. In winters 1975-76, 1976-77, and 1977-78,

51, 55, and 69 deer \verc seen during the censuses. However, the 10\., dcnfjity

stratum constituted an increasing proportion of the cen us area each year, from

62 percent in 1975-76 and 63 percent in 1976-77 to 79 percent in 1977-78.

Furthermore, the number of deer seen in the low density stratum dropped from

.16/}~2 in 1975-76 through .lS/km2 in 1976-77 to a in 1977-78 (Table 1).

Therefore, ",hen these densities are proj ec ted to the entire study area the mean

number of deer seen actually decreased from .40 deer per km2 in 1975-76 to

.33 in 1976-77 and .20 in 1977-78.

The observability tests indicated that 56 percent of the deer were seen during

the first winter, and 50 percent during the second and third (Table 2).

Correcting the census results by multiplying them times ~he reciprocals of the

observability figures for each year yields total estimates of .70, .66, and .40

deer per km 2 (Table 1).
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The observability of collared deer remained remarkably constant between test

days and between winters despite variable weather (Table 2). The results of the

observability tests indicat~[hat, with the intensive search method of counting

deer under the conditions in our study, approximately half of the deer are seen.

To apply our technique for correcting ae~ial censuses of deer over large

areas, we suggest that observability tests be made several times during the. ) .

census, because ground and weather conditions can change throughrut the census,
I'

and that deer observability be tested in different cover types, with separate

correction factors applied for each type.

Although observability tests add substantial expense to a deer census,

they increase the accuracy of the results considerably. Furthermore monitoring

the movements of the radioed deer provides s.igl1ificant insight into seasonal

migration patterns and distribution, phenomena that other deer census methods

~have failed to consider. Such insight puts census data into both seasonal and

areal perspective.

It is not yet clear whether our census technique is sensitive enough to make

precise year-to-year comparisons. However, it certainly is accurate enough to

provide an excellent indication of gross deer density and to document the fact

that in the present study area, deer nwnbers are exceptionally low.
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1975-76 1976-77 1977-781.1

Area counted Deer seen Area counted .:Deer seen Area counted Deer seen

Jensity % of Per Projected ;; of Per Projected % of Per Projected

:;trata kn2 stratum No. ..km2~ .'~ Total k;n2 stratum No. km2 Total km2 stratum No. km2 Total

:igh 50.S 41 40 .79 97.6 56.4 71 37 .66 52.1 72.0 88 69 .96 78.4

:~dium 4.5 15 3 .67 20.0 18.2 26 11 .60 42.3

:"0'.-1 49.5 21 8 .16 38.1 46.8 19 7 .15 36.8 33.0 11 0 0 0

./ Because of increase d winter severity, deer were more concentrated, so there was no medium density stratum.

Table 1. RESULTS OF THREE AERIAL CENSUSES

104.8 Total 155.7 121. 4 Total 131.2 105.0

2/
x 1.77 correction facto~/ x 2.00corrected factor-

corrected total 276 corrected total 262

deer/km2 • 7all deer/km2 .6&~j

I From Table 2.

I Study area was 393 km2 in 1975-76, 399 km2 in 1976-77, and 395 in 1977-78.
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TABLE 2. k~SULTS OF DEER OBSERVABILITY TESTS

0..
("\')
(l)

!'1

o
ctl

='C,?
C
'.Q

",
rot

t:l
l-l

l-'l
~

o
'<c.

2.00

1.79

Correction
Factor3

Known Number of Number CollaredL Percent
Collared Deer Deer Observed Observed

6 3 .50.0

10 6 60.0-

16 9 56.3

4 2 50.0

4 2 50.0

8 4 50.0

7 L~ 57.0

3 1 33.0

6 3 50.0 '

6 8 50.0

Good

Good

Fair to
poor

Fair

o
Totaro 1977

-i

(/)

FebrS;ry 28, 1978 Fair
UJ
.C-

¥~rcrn12, 1978 Good
()

Marc~15, 1978 Fair

o
JJ

Totatnl978 1-
<
m

FebrCG ry 9, 1977
m

---u~~---------

Test
n~ teu

-:0
m

Jant:f-:"!"Y 8, 1976

s:
3anuzY 9, 1976

~----------------
:0

Tota3:< 1976
o
JJ
»Feb:''.:'f1-ry 3, 1977
-I

~

_~/ Weather was considered poor when any of the following conditions prevailed: winds high,

temperature below _28 0 C, cloud cover low, or snow falling.

..
~. • ''; 0

\~nen temperature ~as ~bove -10 C,

winds were light or calm, cloud cover was light, and there was no precipitation, conditions

were considered good.

2:..1 Number of radio-tagged deer observed using both pilot and passenger. \D

3/ Reciprocal of percent observed.
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